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Marla Miller, QC 
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Re: Court of Queen’s Bench Filing 

 

I hope this letter finds you well as we approach the Holiday Season.  I am writing to provide several updates 

which will be of interest to the bar concerning the filing policies for the Court of Queen’s Bench Clerks’ Offices 

throughout Alberta. 

 

 

Email Filing and In-Person Filing 

 

The Clerks’ office has received many questions from lawyers about the filing options available to lawyers, and 

in particular the bar’s ability to access in-person counter filing services.  Lawyers are to use email filing and 

drop box options whenever possible.  Now, more than ever, it is vitally important that the number of people in 

courthouses remain low given the current state of the pandemic. 

 

The Clerks’ Office is not prohibiting lawyers absolutely from filing things at the counter, but in-person counter 

service should only be used for emergency matters which are highly time sensitive (needed today or tomorrow, 

for example).  

  

If an item is urgent (needed today or tomorrow), clerks will file those documents at the counter upon the 

lawyer explaining the urgency and timing.  We trust that lawyers are in the best position to assess the urgency 

of their matters.  The clerks may, however, ask some questions further to this explanation to confirm the 

urgency.  
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If a court runner is filing the document at the counter, we request that a letter be provided by the lawyer that 

the runner may present confirming the urgency.  This will help identify the individual documents that need to 

be prioritized and addressed right away amidst the many documents that a runner may be filing. 

 

Dropbox service also processes urgent applications if a letter is provided by counsel outlining the nature of the 

urgency.   

 

Through the Justice Digital Project, the Clerks’ Office is working on more permanent e-filing solutions. The first 

of these projects involving e-filing of certain surrogate applications is expected to be introduced in the 

upcoming new year.  

 

 

 

Christmas Closure and Email Filing 

 

The Court of Queen’s Bench Clerk’s Office will be closed for Christmas Closure on December 24, 2020 and 

through January 3, 2021, inclusive. On December 29, 30 and 31, 2020, a Justice will be available in Edmonton to 

hear any emergency matters during this time.  The Clerks’ Office will not be accepting email filing during the 

Christmas Closure, and similarly courthouses will not be open so as to allow access to filing drop boxes.  All 

filing should be provided to the Clerks’ office by 4 pm on December 23rd, whether through email or drop box.  

Filing will not be accepted until courthouses reopen on January 4th.  

 

 

Thank you again for your continued patience, understanding and cooperation as we continue to work through 

the challenges of these unprecedented times.  We wish you and yours the very best this Holiday Season, and 

hope for all of us a safe and prosperous New Year.  Should you have any questions please do not hesitate to 

contact me at 780-644-4424 or at todd.nahirnik@gov.ab.ca. 

 

Yours truly, 

 
 

Todd Nahirnik, Executive Director 

Court of Queen’s Bench Administration 

 


